Analysis & Design Platform Task Force

• Highlights from this Meeting:
  – Manas Baja: SysML v2 API & Services RFP and vote to issue RFP
  – Cory Casanave: SMIF Updated Specification with Semantic Grounding Presentation
  – Jim Logan: UML Profile for Concept Modeling Presentation
  – Andreas Hoffmann: UTP 2 FTF presentation
  – Davide Sottara : API4KB Presentation and Demonstration
  – Conrad Bock: Fix UML and Intro to (Onto) Interaction Modeling Presentation Presentations
  – Charles Dickerson: UPR RFC Summary
  – Passed Motions:
• UPR RFC: recommend for adoption
• Safety & Reliability for UML RFP: move initial submission date to November 12th, 2018
• SIMF RFP: move revised submission date to November 12th, 2018
• AMP & EMP: move revised submission date to November 12th, 2018
• API4KB RFP: reset the revised submission date to February 18th, 2019
• MOF2RDF: move revised submission date to August 27th, 2018
• PSoT RFP: reopen LOI deadline to October 8, 2018

• **Deliverables from this Meeting:**
  – Technology Adoption Recommendation(s): n/a
  – RFP/RFI/RFC Recommendation(s) or Other Recommendation(s): UPR RFC
• **Future Deliverables (In-Process):**
  – Technology Adoptions
    • Safety & Reliability for UML RFP: November 12th, 2018
    • SIMF RFP: November 12th, 2018
    • AMP & EMP RFP: November 12th, 2018
    • API4KB RFP: February 18th, 2019
    • MOF2RDF RFP: August 27th, 2018
    • PSoT RFP: October 8, 2018

• **Liaisons:** none

• **Agenda Items for the Next Meeting:**
  – MOF2RDF RFP